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The search in two-dimensional condensed matter systems of Rashba-type spin-polarized electronic
states is aimed by the possibility to control and manipulate the spin orientation. In this Letter, for the first
time, we report on the experimental evidence of a Rashba-type spin splitting in the n ¼ 1 image potential
state. The image potential state Rashba splitting here measured at the graphene/Ir(111) interface, as
confirmed by theoretical considerations, can be detectable to any metal surface with a significant spin-orbit
coupling.
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The Rashba effect, extensively studied in these last years
for the potential impact on spintronics and magnetoelec-
trics, is one of the most important consequences of spin-
orbit interaction. The standard model for the Rashba effect
relies on an isotropic two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
that under broken inversion symmetry along the direction
perpendicular to the 2DEG plane splits its spin-degenerate
parabolic band into oppositely spin-polarized subbands
displaced in opposite directions in momentum space [1–3].
Spin-polarized electronic states have been measured in a

semiconductor heterostructure where a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) is confined in the band-bending region
that behaves as a potential gradient perpendicular to the
interface plane [4]. A much larger Rashba effect is known
to exist at several heavy metal surfaces where the 2DEG is
replaced by surface states and the potential gradient is given
by the surface potential barrier. In this context, the surface
states (SS) at the L gap of Au(111) represents the prototype
of a Rashba-split states [5,6], even if a giant Rashba effect
has been measured also on the Ir(111) surface state [7].
In addition to the occupied surface states, all these (111)

surfaces support unoccupied image potential states (IPS)
that are bound by the image potential resulting from the
polarization charge induced by an electron in front of a
metal surface [8].
To date, although it is in principle possible and it has

been theoretically predicted [9], no experimental evidence
of the IPS Rashba splitting has been reported in the
literature. Indeed, the discovery of a Rashba spin-orbit
coupling on IPS could be exploited in the photoinduced
charge transfer processes at the interface to inject spin-
polarized electrons. IPS, in fact, thanks to delocalization of
the associated wave function in the plane parallel to the
metal surface together with the large spatial extension into
the vacuum, represents an efficient photoinduced charge
transfer channel at the adsorbate-metal interface [10–12].
The possibility to inject spin-polarized electrons through

the image potential state paves new ways in the field of the
femtosecond switching of magnetism [13,14].
In this Letter, by using circularly polarized femtosecond

laser pulses in nonlinear photoemission measurements, we
show for the first time that the n ¼ 1 IPS exhibits a Rashba
effect. The feasibility to detect such a small Rashba
splitting has been possible thanks to the very high reso-
lution of the measurements. The Rashba splitting measured
on the n ¼ 1 IPS, is 45 times smaller than that measured on
the occupied SS of the same surface.
To achieve and better highlight the Rashba effect in the

image potential state we have chosen the graphene/Ir(111)
interface. Graphene grows as an almost free-standing
ordered sheet on this surface [15–18] thanks to the weak
interaction between graphene and Ir(111). As a conse-
quence, the giant Rashba effect of the surface state
measured on the Ir(111) surface remains unaffected [7].
Epitaxial graphene decreases the large work function of the
Ir(111) allowing us to efficiently populate, by using photon
energies in the near ultraviolet region, the IPS also for
k∥ ≠ 0where the Rashba splitting is measurable. Moreover,
it has been demonstrated that graphene on Ir(111) acts as a
buffer layer capable of decoupling adsorbed molecules
from the metallic substrate [16,19–21], leaving undisturbed
a possible spin-polarized electron transfer from the metal to
the adsorbed molecule assisted by image potential state.
Details on the single-layer graphene grown on Ir(111)

and on the nonlinear photoemission experimental setup are
reported in the Supplemental Material [22]. The giant
Rashba effect on SS of the Ir(111) covered with a single
graphene layer is well measurable by collecting the angular
dispersion of the photoemission spectra (Fig. 1). To
discriminate the occupied from the unoccupied surface
states, the spectra have been acquired with two photon
energies, the first larger [hν ¼ 6.24 eV, Fig. 1(b)] and the
second smaller [hν ¼ 3.12 eV, Fig. 1(a)] than the sample
work function (Φ ¼ 4.45� 0.05 eV). The occupied
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Rashba-type SS is measurable at E − EF ∼ 6 eV
[Fig. 1(b)], while the feature at E − EF ∼ 7 eV
[Fig. 1(a)] is due to the first unoccupied image potential
state (IPS1). The resulting binding energy at the Γ̄ point is
0.58� 0.02 eV for IPS1 with respect to the vacuum level
and 0.26� 0.05 eV for the SS (0.195� 0.05 eV consid-
ering the minimum one, out of the Γ̄ point), with respect to
the Fermi level. In agreement with Refs. [7,28] the SS
binding energy results shifted of about 150 meV with
respect to the pristine Ir(111) surface state.
The Eðk∥Þ dispersion of SS and IPS1 sampled by the

spectra angular dispersion is displayed in Fig. 1(c). The
IPS1 k∥ dispersion fits well with a parabolic function
with an effective mass close to the free-electron mass,
m� ¼ 1.04� 0.06 me. The occupied surface state appears
as two identical parabolic downward-dispersing structures
resembling the dispersion of a Rashba-type spin-split
surface state [1]. The two E�ðk∥Þ parabolas result well
interpolated by [7,28–30]

E�ðk∥Þ ¼ E0 þ
ℏ2k∥2

2m� � αRjk∥j; ð1Þ

where the two parabolas are shifted relative to the k∥ ¼ 0
(Γ̄ point) by Δk∥ ¼ ðm�αRÞ=ℏ2. The splitting relative to the
Γ̄ point amounts to Δk∥ ¼ 0.0377� 0.0026 Å−1, resulting
in the giant Rashba effect with αR ¼ ð1.64� 0.18Þ ×
10−10 eV in agreement with the values reported in the
literature [7]. Accordingly to the weak interaction between

graphene and Ir(111), the presence of graphene does not
influence either the dispersion of the surface state or the
Rashba splitting, preserving the giant size of the Ir(111)
surface state splitting.
When the Rashba effect is sufficiently large as for the

Ir(111) SS, the spin-orbit splittingΔESO is easily detectable
as soon as we move away from the Γ̄ point. Conversely, as
recently reported for the surface states of topological
insulators [31–33], when the Rashba effect is not so large,
circularly polarized laser pulses or a spin resolved detector
are necessary. For this reason, in order to find a trace of a
possible Rashba effect on the IPS1, we have irradiated the
graphene/Ir(111) interface with circularly polarized laser
pulses at hν ¼ 4.64 eV. This pump photon energy has been
suitably chosen to better highlight this effect. Being the
SS-IPS1 energy difference at the Γ̄ point equal to 4.1 eV,
the hν ¼ 4.64 eV photon energy allows us to populate,
absorbing one-photon, IPS1 in a quasiresonant way from
SS at k∥ ≠ 0. Since the work function of graphene/Ir(111)
interface (Φ ¼ 4.45� 0.05 eV) is smaller than the chosen
hν ¼ 4.64 eV photon energy, a potential difference of
ΔV ¼ þ0.7 V has been applied to the sample to remove
the linear photoemission contribution (1PPE of Fig. 2) in
the spectrum. The two structures present in the two-photon
contribution of the photoemission spectrum collected at
k∥ ¼ 0 in P polarization (Fig. 2) represent the IPS1 and the
n ¼ 2 image state (IPS2), as also confirmed by the k∥
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Angle-resolved nonlinear photoemission spectra collected with a photon energy of 3.12 eVand P-polarized
light at the graphene/Ir(111) interface. (b) Angle-resolved linear photoemission spectra collected with a photon energy of 6.24 eV and
P-polarized light at the graphene/Ir(111) interface. (c) Energy position versus k∥ momentum for the first image potential state IPS1 and
the surface states SS. The parabolic fit (line) of the data gives the effective mass and the Rashba effect reported in the figure.
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dispersion collected in these experimental conditions (inset
of Fig. 2).
Figure 3 reports the left- and right-hand circularly

polarized two-photon photoemitted IPS1 structures, col-
lected at emission angles corresponding to the electron
wave vectors k∥ ¼ �0.16 Å−1 and k∥ ¼ 0. While the IPS1
features at k∥ ¼ 0 with left and right circular polarization
well overlap, a dichroic signal is undoubtedly visible
at k∥ ≠ 0.
The dichroic signal has been verified by using two

different photon energies. The hν ¼ 4.64 eV is able to
populate in a quasiresonant way the IPS1 from the SS in
particular at k∥ ≠ 0. At this photon energy the IPS1 signal
is more intense; however, the population mechanism from
the SS could affect the dichroism measured on the IPS1. At
hν ¼ 3.12 eV (inset of Fig. 3), the IPS1 is a third order
process being the multiphotonic order MPO ¼ 3 (see
Supplemental Material [22]). It is populated by absorbing
two photons and then from states deeper in energy from the
Fermi level than the SS. The comparable dichroic signal,
measured with the two photon energies, nullifies the doubt
that initial state effects can be at the origin of the dichroism
observed on IPS1.
To better highlight it, we calculated the difference

between the best fits of the IPS1 features collected
with the two circular polarizations: the estimated spin
orbit splitting results ΔESO ¼ 11.5� 2.0 meV at k∥ ¼
�0.16 Å−1. Comparing this value with the spin-orbit
splitting measured on the SS (ΔESO ¼ 525 meV) at the
same k∥ value, we find that on the IPS1 the effect is forty-
five times smaller than on the SS. Estimating a k∥ splitting
relative to the Γ̄ point of Δk∥ ¼ 0.005� 0.001 Å−1, the

Rashba effect for the IPS1 results to be αR ¼
ð3.6� 0.6Þ × 10−12 eVm.
We note that, while the energy shift of the IPS1 is

comparable, a difference exists in the intensity of the
dichroic signal measured with hν ¼ 4.64 eV and
hν ¼ 3.12 eV. We believe that this effect can be ascribed
to the population mechanism.
The different Rashba splitting of SS and IPS1 can be

explained by their different spatial localization and decay at
the surface, making them differently affected by the SO
coupling.
In particular, this has been invoked to explain the larger

SO splitting observed for SS of Au(111) with respect to
Ag(111) [34], and the enhancement and reduction of the
Rashba splitting in the surface state of Bi=Cuð111Þ upon
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FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison between nonlinear photo-
emission (blue) and linear photoemission (red) spectra collected
at a photon energy of 4.64 eV at k∥ ¼ 0 and P-polarized light.
Being that the work function (Φ ¼ 4.45� 0.05 eV) is smaller
than the laser photon energy, in order to measure the nonlinear
contribution in the photoemission spectrum, a positive potential
of þ0.7 V was applied to the sample. In the inset we report the
angular dispersion of the photoemission spectra collected at a
photon energy of 4.64 eV.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison between nonlinear photo-
emission spectra collected at a photon energy of 4.64 eV in right
(green) and left (blue) circular polarization, and the difference
between the best fit of the corresponding signals (gray). The
measurements are acquired at the Γ̄ point (θ ¼ 0°) and at
symmetric angles (θ ¼ 9° and θ ¼ −9°) corresponding to
k∥ ¼ 0 and k∥ ¼ �0.16 Å−1, respectively. In the inset, nonlinear
photoemission spectra collected at a different photon energy
3.12 eV by changing the circular polarization from right (green)
to left (blue) at the same k∥ values (k∥ ¼ 0 and k∥ ¼ −0.16 Å−1,
the data at k∥ ¼ þ0.16 Å−1 are not available for experimental
constraint). The dichroic signals measured with the two photon
energies are comparable.
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Na and Xe adsorption, respectively [35]. In Ref. [9]
McLaughlan et al., using a relativistic multiple scattering
theory, calculated the Rashba splitting of image state for Pt,
Ir, and Au surfaces finding that, for n ¼ 1, it is 1 order of
magnitude smaller with respect to Au(111) SS, due to the
smaller penetration of the wave function into the surface. In
particular, for the first image state of the clean Ir(111)
surface they found αR ¼ 2.8 × 10−12 eVm.
It is, in principle, not obvious that a similar splitting

could be found also in the presence of graphene. Indeed the
graphene sheet is expected to perform a screening effect
on external image charges, leading to a different spatial
localization of the wave function at the surface. In order to
investigate this aspect we have performed ab initio calcu-
lations of the electronic properties of graphene/Ir(111).
Details about the calculation are furnished in the
Supplemental Material [22].
In Fig. 4, we report the squared modulus of the first

image state wave function along z for clean Ir(111) (red
line) and graphene/Ir(111) (blue line), which is the relevant
quantity to estimate the Rashba parameter. The latter can be
indeed expressed as

αR ¼ 2=c2
Z

jψðzÞj2∂zVdz; ð2Þ

where jψðzÞj2 is the charge distribution of the surface state
along the surface normal and ∂zV is the derivative of the
atomic potential [35,36]. Because of the very short range
nature of the last term, the integral in Eq. (2) has to be
determined in a very small region around the atomic core.
Being the gradient of the atomic potential antisymmetric in
the relevant region around the nuclear position, only the
asymmetric part of the surface state charge density along z,
which is related to the asymmetry of the surface potential,
contributes to the integral. In particular, the Rashba
parameter will depend on the amplitude of the wave
function at the surface and on its decay into the substrate.
From the results reported in Fig. 4 we find that in the

presence of graphene, the amplitude of IPS1 charge
distribution on the first Ir layer is only 3.5 times smaller
than that on clean Ir(111) while the decay factor is almost
unchanged. Hence a small Rashba splitting is expected for
this state. The linear screening density, due to an external
charge [37] (see the inset in Fig. 4), confirms the only
partial screening of the carbon layer. In the presence of
graphene, the image plane does not follow rigidly the
surface layer: its outward shift of 2.72 Å with respect to the
clean surface is indeed smaller than the Ir-graphene
distance, equal to 3.5 Å.
The comparison with the charge density distribution of

the SS of Ir(111) (green line), characterized by amplitude 2
order of magnitude larger than IPS1 and a more marked
asymmetry in the surface layer, confirms a more sizable

Rashba splitting for this surface state, in agreement with the
experimental measurements and the literature [9].
In conclusion, the Rashba effect has been experimentally

revealed for the first time on the n ¼ 1 IPS. The value of the
Rashba effect on the IPS1 results 45 times smaller than one
measured on the same surface on the occupied SS. If the
spin-orbit coupling is the same for both states, this differ-
ence can be ascribed both to the smaller amplitude of the
IPS and to the smaller asymmetry of the image state charge
density with respect to the SS around the Ir nuclear
position. The presence of the graphene sheet is expected
to reduce slightly this effect with respect to the clean
surface case. This discovery, by exploiting the spin-split
image state, could open new scenarios for the under-
standing and the control of the magnetism at interfaces.
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